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Vice President John Wenskovitch called the Feb-

ruary meeting to order at 7:30pm chairing this 

meeting in President Michael Martin’s absence.  In 

his opening remarks John welcomed the 25 mem-

bers and 3 guests and presented the agenda. A 

warm welcome was offered to new member David 

Rauchle attending his first meeting.  John then 

fittingly suggested a moment of silence recognizing 

the end of NASA's Opportunity Rover Mission on 

Mars.  The end came after almost 15 years of ex-

ploring the Mars surface on a mission designed to 

last 90 Martian days and travel 1000 yards. Oppor-

tunity actually exceeded its life expectancy by 60 

times and traveled 28 miles ending appropriately in 

Perseverance Valley on February 13, 2019.   

 

The first order of this meeting’s business was for 

members to report on observations conducted 

since our last gathering and there was much to re-

port. Michael Good reported on his observations of 

the planet Mars made at the Lowell Observatory in 

Flagstaff, AZ on their 24” Clark Refracting tele-

scope.  Clark Thomas reminded those attending 

that tonight (February 18) would be an opportunity 

to observe the 2019 “Snow Moon” or supermoon.  A 

“supermoon” is when a moon is simultaneously full 

and at its perigee, the point in its orbit when it is 

closest to Earth. ... The term “snow moon” is the 

historic name given to the second full moon of win-

ter by certain Native American tribes in the U.S., 

according to NASA. Frank Baratta reported on an 

observing session that was conducted at Bennett 

Springs State Park which included 11 people. In 

answering a question from a member the skies were 

reported to be dark but not as much as found at 

Chaos Mountain.  
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“There is no such thing as space” 
 
By Mike Hutkin, RVAS Secretary 

Ray Bradley reports on plans for April 20th's Astrono-
my Day  

Photo by Frank Baratta 



 

 

The Roanoke Valley Astronomical Society is a membership organization of amateur astronomers dedicated to the pursuit of observational 

and photographic astronomical activities. Meetings are held at 7:30 p.m. on the third Monday of each month. See calendar on last page 

of newsletter for location. Meetings are open to the public. Observing sessions are held one or two weekends a month at a dark-sky site. 

Yearly dues are: Individual, $20.00; Senior Individual, $18.00; Family, $25.00; Senior Family, $22.00; Student, $10.00. Articles, quotes, 

etc. published in the newsletter do not necessarily reflect the views of the RVAS or its editor.  
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Immediate Past President Dan Chrisman reported 

that he had done some binocular observing working 

the deep sky list and noting that he had located 10 

objects found around the constellation Cassiopeia. 

John Wenskovitch reported on his work on the win-

ter Messier objects finding about 50 objects in the 

span of one and a half hours.  Quite an accomplish-

ment.  Clark Thomas offered some commentary on 

what he considered to be optimum observing condi-

tions on the South side of Cahas Mountain when the 

temperature is close to 0 deg pointing out that with 

a very dry atmosphere you are presented with 

amazing sky transparency.  Finally, Al Durham re-

ported on some observations made when he was on 

a recent ski trip to the Salt Lake area.    

 

The next agenda item was outreach and Member at 

Large Ray Bradley reported to the membership on 

the upcoming Astronomy Day activity. Standing in 

for Rand Bowden who could not attend, Ray showed 

photos from the 2018 event. This year the event 

will again be held in the Grandin Village on Satur-

day, April 20. Set up is 8 to 10 am and tear down is 

from 3 – 5 pm. As always the help of our members 

is needed and sign up opportunities will be provided 

at the March meeting. 

 

Next on the agenda was Immediate Past President 

of the Astronomical League and RVAS member 

John Goss presenting his observing challenge and 

“LOQD” lunar questions of the day.  

John challenged the group that if they only had one 

celestial event to observe this month it would be on 

March 7. Observers with binoculars will be able to 

see the “youngest” moon one could see at about 30 

minutes after sunset and low in the west. For his 

“LOQD”  John chose to quiz the group on the cost 

of the Apollo program, the structure of lunar cra-

ters caused by asteroids, and a field of view ques-

tion dealing with an observer in the Apollo 11 land-

ing site looking out at the Flame Nebula in Orion. 

John also shared a photo taken by son-in-law Kent 

Rundle of a previous challenge to observe the lunar 

“X”. The photo was taken with a 70mm Celestron 

and cellphone on February 11 at 9:00 pm and clearly 

(Meeting Continued from page 1) 
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John Goss presents his monthly Observing Challenge and 
Lunar Questions of the Day  
 

Photo by Carolyn Baratta 
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showed the “X”. John concluded by reminding all of 

the Triad Starfest or “Tristar” which will be March 

2, 2019 in Greensboro, NC.  The event promises 

outstanding speakers, vendors, and astronomical 

displays. Held at the Guilford Technical Community 

College doors open at 8:30 am and admission is free 

to anyone with an interest in astronomy. 

 

Frank Baratta was up next with our monthly 

What’s Up sky summary. Looking ahead to March, 

Frank noted that the switch to Daylight Saving 

Time takes place the night of March 9th/10th, 

causing sunset to range from 6:14 p.m. on the 1st all 

the way to 7:41 p.m. on the 31st.  Meanwhile, the 

best moon-free observing weekends come at the 

beginning and end of the month.  On March 20th 

we’ll experience the last of 2019’s three 

“Supermoons,” whose larger than normal appearance 

is attributable to the close timing of perigee and 

full phase.  Also on the 20th, at 5:58 p.m. local 

DST, it’s the Vernal equinox, marking the astronom-

ical beginning of spring, when the Sun arrives at 

the intersection of the ecliptic and 0 hrs. right as-

cension and 0 degrees declination.  Late in the 

month, take time to observe Mars each night as it 

slides eastward to within slightly more than 3° 

from the Pleiades on the 30th.  For more details, 

see the What’s Up Highlights elsewhere in this is-

sue.  The What’s Up PowerPoints are also posted 

for viewing on the RVAS website. 

 

At this time our guest speaker member Todd At-

kins was introduced to present his program entitled 

“C.S. Lewis: There is No Such Thing as Space”.  

Through the writing of C.S. Lewis, Todd took the 

group far back in time to the Medieval Ages (1100 – 

1700) with views of the sky as seen by medieval 

cosmologists.  

 

Lewis loved astronomy and Todd pointed out how 

novels we may know such as the Chronicles of Nar-

nia: the Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe had 

many connections to planets and constellations in 

the unfolding story.  Interspersed with his discus-

sion, our speaker had a number of pertinent read-

ings that touched on the structures of “medieval 

cosmology (the Ptolemaic Universe), the “old cos-

mology” and the “new cosmology” which is the plan-

et order that we now know. Also noted was how 

Lewis was influenced by the mythology that guided 

the early stargazers in their observances of the 

night sky.  We were challenged to contemplate 

what a stargazer in the 1400’s might have thought 

looking up into the night’s sky.  A handout provided 

by Todd had a number of recommended resources 

for further review and can be obtained through the 

RVAS club.    

 

(Continued from page 2) 

Our evening speaker, Todd Atkins, Pastor of Belmont 
Presbyterian Church, separates the Medieval and Modern 
periods as applied in his talk  

 
Photo by Carolyn Baratta 

Frank Baratta queues up his monthly What's Up pro-
gram on March 2019's celestial happenings  
 

Photo by Carolyn Baratta 
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What’s Up Highlights 
March 1 - 31, 2019 

 

(A summary of the What’s Up program presented at the February 18th meeting.) 
 

 

This Month: 
March is month everyone associates with the arrival 

of spring.  Last month, that fabled prognosticator 

Punxsutawney Phil, having not seen his shadow on 

Groundhog Day, foretold an early coming of the 

season.  To meteorologists it starts on March 

1st, regardless of the quirks of such soothsay-

ers.  But we devotees of astronomy know oth-

erwise: spring starts when the Sun arrives at 

the Vernal Equinox, where the ecliptic, 0 hrs 

right ascension and 0 degrees declination con-

verge—this year, on March 20th.  Yet, civil 

society also edges into the discussion by an 

artificial contrivance regarding our reckoning 

of time; namely, the imposition upon our planet’s 

ongoing diurnal cycle of Daylight Saving Time, the 

beginning of which those authorities to whom we 

defer on such matters have decreed shall be 2:00 a.m. 

on the second Sunday of March.  When do you say spring 

starts? 
 

 

March Celestial Events: 
Fri., 1st – Antares, Jupiter, the Moon, Saturn and Venus form a nearly 50°–long arc in the SSE in the pre-

dawn sky (~ 6:00 a.m.). 

Mon., 4th – Moon at apogee; 63.72 Earth-radii from Earth. 

Sat., 9th – Set clocks ahead one hour before heading for bed for Daylight Saving Time (begins Sunday, 

the 10th at  2:00 a.m. EST).  

Tues., 19th – Moon at perigee; 56.34 Earth-radii from Earth (11.6% closer than on the 4th). 

Wed., 20th – Vernal (or March or spring) equinox; 5:58 p.m. EDT for Roanoke. 

Sat. 30th – Heading toward the western horizon, Mars passes close the Pleiades (~ 3.05° sep.).  But watch 

from beginning of the month. 

 
 

Sunset and Twilight: Moon Phases: 

Sunset Range: 6:14 p.m. EST (Mar. 1st) to 6:13 p.m. DST (Mar. 31st) Wed., 6th – New Moon 

Thu., 14th – First Quarter 

Wed., 20th – Full Moon 

  Thu., 28th – Last Quarter 

Twilight Ends: 7:40 p.m. EST (Mar.1st) to 9:10 p.m. DST (Mar. 31st) 
  

Weekend Observing Opportunities: 

  
  

Mar. 1st/2nd 

Mar. 29th/30th 

Sat., Mar. 16, 2019 
8:30 p.m. DST 
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RVAS from the Past  
By Bill Dillon  

RVAS 25 Years Ago 

Newsletter headlines from March 1994: 

“Taking Astronomy to the People 1994”  With the 

1994 edition of Astronomy Day coming up on April 

16th, Society members are reminded of the im-

portance of public support for the science pro-

grams and funding that are so important to ama-

teur astronomy. Outdoor and indoor activities and 

displays are being planned and scheduled this year 

for Tanglewood Mall. 

“Mixer, Munchies and Messier!”  With the long 

nights of winter and mostly good seeing soon to 

fade away, the March 1994 Club meeting will greet 

the new season with munchies, beverages and light 

casual conversation followed by an indoor mini-

marathon of Messier objects in the planetarium as 

guests of planetarium director and Club member, 

Britt Rossie. 

“Members in Magazines”  Readers of Astronomy 

magazine may have been surprised to find in the 

April 1994 issue a frame of a video shot by mem-

ber David Thomas of the Moon and The November 

eclipse. Member Stephen Girimont photography 

also appeared in print about a year earlier when 

his photo of the Orion nebula graced the pages of 

the February 1993 issue of Sky and Telescope. 

“Fan Mountain Open House”  During the February 

Society meeting member Steve Elmore advised 

those present that the next open house at the Fan 

Mountain observatory will be Friday April 15th, the 

day before Astronomy Day. UVA students will con-

duct  

 

guided tours and provide viewing through the 40-

inch astrometric reflector and the 30-inch Casse-

grain reflector. 

RVAS 10 Years Ago 

Newsletter headlines from March 2009: 

“Cosmic Rays Zap RVAS Meeting”   

At the February Society meeting, Dr. Matt 

Fleenor, Society member and astrophysicist pro-

fessor at Roanoke College treated those present 

to a clear and concise slide show presentation on 

cosmic rays. 

“See what Galileo Saw”  In his article, member 

John Goss briefly describes the Galileo Club, a 

new observing program offered by the Astronomi-

cal League. Using either binoculars or telescopes 

but limiting magnification to no more than 20x 

(Galileo’s first telescope magnification) will chal-

lenge observers to duplicate Galileo’s observations. 

“Michael Good’s New Buddy: Comet Lulin”  An in-

teresting article relating Michael Goods experi-

ence hunting down and photographing in the wee 

small freezing hours of February 6th, 2009. Two 

stunning images clearly revealed the comet’s blue-

green color. 

Newsletter editor and prolific author, Clark 

Thomas penned no less than three by-line articles 

for the March 2009 newsletter covering topics 

from “10 Great Newbie and 12 Great Overall As-

tronomy links”, to “Kepler Space Telescope Set to 

Hunt for Earth-Sized Planets in Cygnus”, and 

“Herschel Space Telescope and Planck Surveyor 

Satellite.”  
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On Saturday, March 2, three RVAS members left 

Roanoke around 6:15am to attend the TriStar con-

vention in Greensboro, NC..  Dan Chrisman, Ray 

Bradley, and Michael Good attended this event in 

order to hear the following presentations: 

OSIRIS-Rex Arrival at Asteroid Bennu 

Presented by Mike and Larry Puzio, we learned 

about the mission to circle the 900’ diameter as-

teroid Bennu, study it, and return to earth with a 

sample from this asteroid. Bennu was chosen as this 

U.S. mission target (Japanese had their Hyabasu 

mission, and now Hyabasu 2 mission). The U.S. mis-

sion was chosen from a sample pool of 500,000 as-

teroids, of which 7,000 are near-Earth asteroids, 

of which 192 have optimal orbits to return a sam-

ple, of which 26 have diameters >200m, of which 5 

are carbon rich. In particular, Bennu has a higher 

probability of impacting Earth in the late 22nd cen-

tury, and should be studied in more detail. There is 

also evidence for some clay in the composition of 

Bennu. 

Do Superflares Make Proxima b and the Nearest 

Terrestrial Exoplanets Uninhabitable? 

This excellent talk was presented by University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill PhD candidate Ward 

Howard on his research in to solar flares of stars 

identified to have planetary systems, and the ef-

fects these flares would have on habitability of exo

-solar planetary atmospheres. This area of re-

search helps reduce the number of planetary sys-

tems where we might concentrate on finding earth 

analog systems harboring life by proposing that 

stars smaller than our own sun may have relatively 

more super-flares that would strip Goldilocks-

zoned planets of their atmosphere more frequent-

ly, not allowing these atmospheres time to repair 

themselves, making  life as we know it more diffi-

cult to develop.  

The AAVSO for the Amateur Community 

Dr. Stella Kafka is the Director of the American 

Amateur Variable Star Observers (AAVSO), which 

is actually an international organization of amateurs 

providing research data for professional astrono-

mers in all aspects of variable star research, in-

cluding dimming due to exo-planet research. RVAS 

member Michael Good has replaced his observatory 

(TriStar Continued on page 7) 

Member Activity 

RVAS at TriStar in Greensboro 

 

By Michael Good, Ray Bradley, Dan Chrisman 

 University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill PhD candi-
date Ward Howard (Left) ready to  talk  about the ef-
fect of  super flares on  exoplanet Proxima b 
 

Photo by Michael Good 

Dr. Stella Kafka Director of the American Amateur 
Variable Star Observers (AAVSO) 

 
Photo by Michael Good 
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Get Connected! 
Want to be more in touch with other RVAS members?  Join the RVAS Yahoo Group!  Share last-minute 

observing plans, articles, ideas, astrophotos—you name it.  You’ll need to have or create a Yahoo email ad-

dress.  Click the link below.  Once logged in, provide the information requested, including your real name 

since the group is only for members and those invited.  You’ll receive an acknowledgement from the mod-

erator.   

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/RVAS_Club/info 

For assistance, call the RVAS Message Line (540-774-5651).  We’ll have you connected in no time! 

 

 

color filters with Baader photometric filters, to 

help in this effort, so he was unusually attentive 

during this talk. 

The Past, Present and Future of the NASA  

Parker Solar Probe 

The last talk of the day by NASA Solar System  

Ambassador John O’Neal featured a look at the 

Parker Solar probe, which is the first NASA mis-

sion to be dedicated to a living scientist, Dr Eugene 

Parker. Dr. Parker pushed against the science of 

the 1950’s with controversial theories on how the 

solar corona was heated (hotter than the surface 

of the sun), introducing the concept of nanoflares, 

and details on how the sun-Earth system interact. 

The Parker probe has now completed its first full 

orbit of the sun, getting closer than any prior 

probe by coming within 15 million miles of the solar 

photosphere (compare to 93 million miles for earth-

sun distance).  Each subsequent orbit will bring the 

probe closer to the sun’s surface until ultimately 

approaching within 4 million miles”. At this distance, 

the Parker probe is within the outermost part of 

the solar corona, the first probe to do so. John also 

delved into the “Carrington Event “- the solar storm 

of 1859 which actually killed a telegraph operator 

by electrocution and set fire to many telegraph 

stations. He discussed the dire effects such a solar 

flare would have with today’s technology, sending us 

into the Stone Age for possibly a 20 year period 

while all our factories and infrastructure was re-

built. 

This day long trip proved to be an enjoyable day of socializ-
ing and education. 

(TriStar Continued from page 6) 
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Astro-Quiz 
 

Johann Bayer (1572–1625) originated labeling stars with letters of the Greek alphabet.  For example, Ursa 

Minor’s brightest star, Polaris, is its “alpha” (α) and Kochab, next brightest, is its “beta” (β).  But this order-

ing doesn’t hold in the case of Gemini, where Pollux (beta Geminorum) is brighter than Castor (alpha Gemi-

norum).  What accounts for this? 

  

Answer to Last Month’s Quiz:  Last month we asked about the motions in addition to rotating and orbiting 

the sun to which our planet is subject.  These include: (1) “precession,” the top-like wobble of Earth’s spin 

axis, caused by the Moon’s gravitational pull; (2) “nutation,” a wobble superimposed on precession caused by 

the Moon’s pull and the tilt of its orbit to Earth’s; (3) “movement around the barycenter,” the center of mass 

of the Earth-Moon system, which lies 1700 km below Earth’s surface; (4) “variation of latitude,” a slight 

change in Earth’s axis of rotation; (5) “solar motion,” whereby Earth follows the Sun’s motion through our 

galaxy; (6) “galactic rotation,” which moves the solar system as part of the galaxy; and (7) “galactic motion,” 

as the galaxy moves with respect to other galaxies.  Some theorists also conjecture that, in addition these 

nine motions, the entire universe rotates!  Hats off to Harry Montoro for naming several of the forgoing and 

adding what we might call “cosmological motion,” owing to the expansion of the universe!  Have an answer to 

this month’s quiz (or a future question and answer to suggest)?  E-mail it to astroquiz@rvasclub.org! 

Monthly Calendar 
MONTHLY MEETING: Monday, March 18th, 7:30 p.m., Classroom B, 3rd floor, Center on Church, 

Downtown Roanoke.  In response to requests from some of our newest club members, our March meeting 

will be a back-to-basics night.  Our featured speaker will be Ray Bradley.  He and Dan Chrisman are among 

our members most engaged in public outreach, and developed an “Introduction to Amateur Astronomy” pro-

gram for this purpose. Ray will present the core of this program, with an emphasis on night sky basics, gear-

ing up for backyard astronomy, tips for observing sessions and ways to get involved.  Those new to amateur 

astronomy will be motivated to explore, while more seasoned amateurs will be encouraged to connect with 

others less familiar with our hobby.  Along with Ray’s talk, we’ll have John Goss’ Deep-Sky Challenge and Lu-

nar Questions of the Day, Frank Baratta’s What’s Up sky review and our other regular monthly meeting ac-

tivities.  See you on the 18th! 

 

RVAS WEEKEND OBSERVING OPPORTUNITIES: RVAS members observe from various sites, with Cahas 

Knob Overlook, at milepost 139 on the Blue Ridge Parkway, being our traditional location.  For updates on 

members’ observing plans, log onto the RVAS Yahoo Group (RVAS members only) and/or call the RVAS Mes-

sage Line, 540-774-5651, about an hour before sunset on the indicated dates. 

-- Friday and Saturday, March 1st and 2nd.  Sunset is at 6:14 p.m.  Astronomical twilight ends at 7:41 p.m. 

The Moon sets at 1:50 and 2:42 p.m., respectively.  (All times EST.) 

-- Friday and Saturday, March 29th and 30th.  Sunset is at 7:41 p.m.  Astronomical twilight ends at 9:09 

p.m. The Moon sets at 1:35 and 2:29 p.m., respectively.  (All times DST.) 

-- Future Weekend Observing Opportunities: April 5th and 6th; 26th and 27th. 

 

ROANOKE CITY PARKS and RECREATION PUBLIC STARGAZE: Saturday, March 2nd, 7:00 p.m. 

EST, Cahas Knob Overlook, milepost 139, Blue Ridge Parkway.  Nonmembers must register with Parks & 

Rec. at 540-853-2236.  Members can call 540-774-5651 for information.  (Next session: April 6th, 8:30 p.m. 

DST, Cahas Knob Overlook.) 
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